
BA English Admission Test – Sample Question Paper 
 
Choose the correct option to replace the underlined section: 
 
1. A gift picked from a personalized bridal registry instead of just bringing a gift of your choice is 
becoming more of the norm in the modern weddings.   
  

 A. A gift picked from a personalized bridal registry instead 
 B. Picking a gift from a personalized bridal registry as opposed 
 C. A gift being picked from a personalized bridal registry instead 
 D. Picking a gift from a personalized bridal registry instead                      [Answer: D] 
 
2. Although moose are said to be serene and docile in their natural environment of marshlands, being 
nonetheless gargantuan creatures capable of causing fatalities on colliding with vehicles. 
  

 A. being nonetheless gargantuan creatures 
 B. they are nonetheless a gargantuan creature 
 C. they are nonetheless gargantuan creatures 

 
D. it is nonetheless a gargantuan creatures                                                   [Answer: C] 
 

 
Choose the correct answer:  
 
3. The Bell Jar is an autobiographical account of 

a. Vanessa Bell 
b. Sylvia Plath 
c. Virginia Woolf 
d. Currer Bell                                               [Answer: b] 
 

 
4. In which of the following plays is Sir John Falstaff a character? 
 

a. Henry VIII 
b. Richard II 
c. The Merry Wives of Windsor 
d. Twelfth Night                                            [Answer: c]    

 
5. Creative Writing: Complete in 500 words – ‘It was a dark and stormy night …’  
 
6. Critically analyse the following in not more than 200 words: 

Do not stand at my grave and weep  
I am not there. I do not sleep.  
I am a thousand winds that blow.  
I am the diamond glints on snow.  
I am the sunlight on ripened grain.  
I am the gentle autumn rain.  
When you awaken in the morning's hush  
I am the swift uplifting rush  
Of quiet birds in circled flight.  
I am the soft stars that shine at night.  
Do not stand at my grave and cry;  
I am not there. I did not die.  

 


